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The webinar on “Entrepreneurship " was organized by the ASM Group of institutes on 8th of 

October 2022. Director of ASM Group of institute Dr. Sandeep Sane sir, Professor Dr. Diksha 

Tripathi Ma'am and all the Faculty members were present for the session. On this occasion 

founder and CEO of Ayusetu Miss Jahnvi Gupta was present as a chief guest for the webinar. 

Initially a brief introduction of the guest was given, and later students were given a chance to ask 

their questions and doubt regarding the entrepreneurship. 

It was an amazingly interactive session with the ma'am. 

During the session when the question regarding the entrepreneurial journey was asked, she 

replied with an inspiring answer about how it started and how difficult it was for her to take drop 

form the college and make a such bold move in her early age of life. 

Taking courageous decision with the right approach and keeping sustainability in check all the 

time was the key of successful journey of her life. 

After that when the conversation was headed towards the continuity and perceptions, we got to 

know that Finding solutions to existing problems, modifications in the existing solutions or 

having futuristic vision is what makes good entrepreneurs and beside the sense of value addition 

to the society is more important. 

Lastly, she concluded that being flexible and adaptive is very important but professionalism lies 

in keeping sustainable growth in check because application of new skills or pre-learned skills is 

good but measuring and knowing its direction is more important. 

In the end of the session the vote of thanks was given, and an amazing, interactive and 

informative session of webinar came to an end. 
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